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Electronic dictionary
Today all levels of life have been developing. This prosperity is product of sciences development. This level gives a lot to humanity.
Now is time to give it something. That’s why searchers think of making studies easier than before. So as result they invent electronic
dictionary. This one has a lot of advantages. It facilitates studies. It is very relaxed for searches to use instead of books. Also, we can use
it in very different languages French, English; Arab… student will not have difficulties to search in a lot of books to fond the mean that
they needs. Or they needn’t buy dictionaries books in all languages. We can say even that electronic dictionary give a lot of facilities to
student for example student needn’t books, electronic dictionary make his schoolbag sparse, But if we talk about all this positives effects
of electronic dictionary. We don’t mean here that it has just advantages. It has even negative effects on health of student. It reduces the
price of books. As result the press will not do the job which it exist so some people will lose their job because of electronic dictionary.
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Contribution 2
Electronic or book dictionaries

In my opinion, I think that electronic dictionaries are the most used. Nowadays, the internet plays an important role in our lives in all the
domains. One of these domains is education. One of its sides that are affecting is the book dictionaries. The main reasons of choosing the
electronic ones are:

 The student or any user can easily find the world that he desire with option of spelling for example, or with different languages in seem
dictionary. These new techniques allow to the student for example to improve his educational level {in languages…}.

 Economize the time: The research is easier than the book dictionary.
 Download the dictionary very quickly: The user is not obliged to buy the dictionary because it is for free in some sites.


The electronic dictionary can easily be modified: Adding a new worlds or expressions- modification in term of explanation …

 The influence and the big role that the internet seems to play in our life day after day.
The reasons differ from one person to other, but what we all agreed about is that the book dictionary is in danger. Actually the issue of the
book dictionary with the electronic one can be generalized because all what is written by authors, philosophers, Such as stories, cultural books,
scientific books….

published as book and offered to be sell doesn't degage any benefits or attracts any one. Personally speaking, I do believe

that school, governments and civil society should sensibly the nation about the importance of the book in general like the dictionaries. They should
cooper and organize many initiatives in order to attract people to read more and more. In Morocco, each year there many initiatives are done by
associations and sponsored by the government and private sectors. For example: book week where all the society and the media collaborate in
order to push people to reestablish relation with the book in general. Besides this, Creation of many projects supporting the laws authors
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An electronic dictionary is a powerful tool, which can help students to improve their achievements.
The electronic dictionary has many advantages and other disadvantages. For starters, it is important to use an electronic dictionary suitable for student. It
helps to found A word quickly without being overwhelmed in pages upon pages of words. There is no need for exercises dealing with the alphabet order; also it
helps to translate both ways. This device values the time much.
However, the negative effects are also obvious. To begin with, some students rely too much on the electronic dictionary; they never put their heart into
learning new words and expressions. In the second place, some explanations are neither complete nor accurate, which are quite misleading.
Up until now, we can see that an electronic dictionary is not beneficial or harmful in itself. The key lies in the user.
Hayat QADICH

